The NavDx® Test Result: Surveillance
This easy-to-interpret, actionable test result helps inform clinical decisions.
Tumor-tissue–modified HPV (TTMV®) DNA is a unique blood-based biomarker that aids in detecting
HPV-driven cancers, such as head and neck cancers. NavDx quantifies fragments of TTMV HPV DNA shed
by tumor cells into the blood.1 This sample NavDx test report provides a general overview of the key data
and clinical information that would be included in your patients’ test results when used during surveillance.
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C Quick summary of test ﬁndings
The NavDx Test Result reports the patient's
TTMV HPV DNA status, the TTMV HPV DNA level
(fragments/mL plasma), and the HPV genotype.
D Clinical details
Summarizes the patient’s key clinical information
at the time the NavDx test was ordered.
E The graph
Sequentially plots the patient’s TTMV HPV DNA
results for each NavDx test.
F Test results and interpretation
Results include:
• Level of circulating TTMV HPV DNA
fragments/mL
• Tumor HPV genotype
Naveris also provides a brief qualitative written
interpretation of the test result.

Optimizing HPV+ Cancer Care

Reliably monitor for recurrence during surveillance
The beneﬁts of conducting surveillance with NavDx
Reliably distinguish HPV+ head and neck cancer from non-cancerous sources of HPV DNA2
High positive (94%) and negative (100%) predictive values for active HPV-driven malignancy1
Accurate detection of TTMV ® HPV DNA a median of 4 months earlier than biopsy-proven recurrence,
which can facilitate earlier initiation of salvage therapy1

When to order NavDx during surveillance
Consistent with clinical practice guidelines for surveillance using other modalities, consider NavDx: 3
1-3 years post treatment: test with NavDx every 3 months
4-5 years post treatment: test with NavDx every 6 months
6+ years post treatment: test with NavDx 1 time per year

Tracking TTMV HPV DNA across the care continuum
This highly accurate blood test for HPV+ cancer can confirm HPV genotype and establish baseline
circulating tumor-tissue–modified HPV (TTMV) DNA level pretreatment, assess treatment
response, identify molecular residual disease post treatment, and uncover recurrence earlier than it
would present clinically.1

The innovative and accessible NavDx blood test enables physicians to optimize
HPV-driven cancer care and reassure patients that their disease is being
effectively monitored.1

The Naveris Client Services team is available to help you
Email: support@naveris.com
Phone: (833) 628-3747
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